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We sometimes call Egypt the 'civilisation without cities'. The Lost Golden City of Amenhotep III will bring new understanding of Ancient Egyptian urban life.
The discovery of the lost city of ‘the Dazzling Aten’ will offer vital clues about domestic and urban life in Ancient Egypt
Muslims perform prayers during the Islamic holy Month of Ramadan at a mosque in Amman, Jordan, on April 30, 2021. Jordan lifted the Friday lockdown from April 30, as worshippers were allowed to head ...
People's daily life during Islamic holy month of Ramadan in Jordan, Egypt
My kids are first-generation Canadians, so here's how I'm doing my best to keep them connected to the culture and heritage of their family and ancestors.
How I'm Teaching My First-Generation Canadian Kids About Our Egyptian Heritage
Egypt is witnessing an increase in the number of infections, and blamed citizens for not considering the precautionary measures ...
500 Egyptian doctors died from COVID-19 since start of pandemic: Medical Syndicate
The discovery of a 3,400-year-old industrial metropolis will offer vital clues about domestic and urban life in Ancient Egypt.
In Egypt, archaeologists have made a discovery as important as the finding of Tutankhamen’s tomb
An out-of-control Chinese rocket passes over Egypt every day, head of Egypt's National Research Institute of Astronomy and Geophysics (NRIA) Gad El-Kady said on Thursday. In TV statements to state ...
China’s uncontrolled rocket passes over Egypt every day: Official
Like a thread running through a tapestry, Daily Mail founder Alfred Harmsworth's elemental philosophy remains unchanged over the past 125 years - motivating and propelling the Mail.
How YOU helped the Daily Mail make history: After 125 years, the paper's army of loyal readers has propelled it to the summit of Fleet St. Now, to celebrate its birthday next ...
"Regardless of our faith tradition, we can be grateful for the returning beauty and bounty of the earth, which are gifts that God sends us in this season." ...
Faith in Focus: Counting the Omer and blessings this spring
Throughout history men have renounced society in times of worldliness and have retired into solitude to achieve personal holiness apart from society into monastic life. And, several influences today c ...
In Your View: Positive impact of monasteries
In The Name of Allaah, The Most Merciful, The Bestower of Mercy. Beware of Ahlul Bidah And The People of Tamyee- [Being Welcoming In Ramadaan and at Other Times Does Not Necessitate Lowering ...
Beware of Ahlul Bidah (Scorpions) And People of Tamyee-[Being More Soft-hearted In Ramadaan Does Not Necessitate Lowering One’s Guard]
The archaeology team began excavating the great city, known as the 'Rise of Aten,' in September 2020 and have unearthed entire neighborhoods.
A legendary 3,000-year-old 'lost golden city' of the Pharaohs has just been discovered in Egypt
Lan: What is Kemetic Science? Ras Conscious: Kemetic Science is the biological thesaurus built into modern physical science. It’s a treasury of science that deals with the origin, history, physical ...
Nekhet ankh, the life force: Kemetic Sciences Studies – an enlightenment
Tourists visiting Egypt’s famed pyramids may rarely stray from the beaten track, but a project focused on rural villages adjoining the ancient sites now encourages them to do so. The scheme takes ...
Tourists offered glimpse of rural life near Egypt's pyramids
EXCLUSIVE: Orascom Construction CEO Osama Bishai shares the company's plans to “positively contribute” to Egypt’s development through transportation ...
Orascom Construction: “What we do touches the lives of Egyptians”
Little Black Book, This year’s Ramadan Advertising barely mentions the pandemic, but optimistic, purposeful creative that looks to the bigger picture shows that Covid-19 has transformed brands’ approa ...
How Covid-19 Reconstructed Ramadan Advertising Across the Middle East
Mariam Yehia, her mom and a friend started a Ramadan tradition — they bought hot meals and handed them out to the needy in Cairo so ...
An online post helps both the hungry and a chef in Ramadan
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Photographer Galal El-Missary and painter Samah Emam collaborate in Fluka, using the life-cycle of traditional feluccas to access deep truths ...
Felucca exhibition: Evocative study of Egypt's traditional boats fuses photography and painting
During a time when the focus has shifted to eating healthy, here is a way to up your immunity with small things. By The pandemic turned our focus around and made us concentrate on tiny things that ...
Put micro in the greens
Star Linzi Hateley will join the West End revival of Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat when it returns to the stage.
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